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strength, would probably have renewed the same arithmetical
problem.
How this would have been resolved, it is idle to speculate; for
Gladstone, by embracing home rule, did at least restore the two-
party system. In form and spirit the Irish remained a separate
organization; but in fact down to 1914 they were linked with
the liberal party as being the only one from which they could
expect home rule. Moreover it resulted from their having a
national instead of a doctrinal basis that, though solid, they
could not expand. The '86 of '86' proved to be their high-
water mark.
Little noticed by the magnates of politics, the seed of a much
more radical challenge to the system was sown during this very
period. Following the failure of chartism, socialist ideas became
nearly extinct in England for a quarter of a century, though the
greatest socialist of the period, Karl Marx, was living as an exile
in London nearly all the time. In the seventies the exiles were
reinforced by many from France after the fall of the Paris com-
mune, and towards 1880 they began to make contacts with
the London radical clubs. In 1881 the Democratic (afterwards
Social Democratic) Federation was founded by H. M. Hynd-
man, an ex-conservative journalist and stockbroker, who had
studied Marx in a French translation. It became the first modern
English socialist body; and when in 1883 William Morris joined
it, his fame as a poet and art-craftsman brought it for a while a
number of pioneers in art or ideas. At the end of 1884 he left
it and founded the Socialist League; and meanwhile in January
of that year another set of men, very young and still obscure, but
brilliantly gifted, had founded the Fabian Society. In the winter
of 1885-6, when trade was bad, the Social Democratic Federa-
tion leaders organized meetings and marches of the unemployed.
On 7 February 1886 a meeting held by them in Trafalgar Square
led to considerable disorder, and windows were broken in Pall
MalL For this four notable men—H. M. Hyndman, John
Burns,1 H. EL Champion, and Jack Williams—were prosecuted
at Bow Street; but in April an Old Bailey jury acquitted them
* B. 1858 in London of Scottish descent; went to work at ten; at fourteen,
engineer's apprentice; learned to speak on the temperance platform, passing thence
to trade unionism j early member of the Social Democratic Federation; prominent
in London open-air agitation, 1886-7; and in the Dock Strike, 1889; L.C.O.
1889; M.P. 1892; president of the local government board, 1905-14; president of
the board of trade, 1914; resigned at the outbreak of the European war.

